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T /z.'% ~~~~~~THE COMPTROLLKII CidKYEAL
DEECISION *{2 t. OF THE UNITED STAUrCs

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20548

FILE: B-192256 DATE:Nuvember 14, 1978

MATTER OF: Advani Engineering Company

DIGEST:

Contracting agency has responsibility for
determining whether first article approval
is required and, under applicable regulations,
may waive requirement where similar or identical
supplies have been previously furnished by
bidder and accepted by Governmirit. WaiVGL i-oes
not constitute preferential treatment or crea'e
unfair advantage for prior producer.

On Febr'ury 15, 1978, the U.S. Army Armament
Materiel Readiness Command (AARCOM) issued invitation
for bids (IFB) DAAA09-78-B-6211 for the procurbznent of
1,092 low voltakge automotive test sets. The tgtst
sets were to be produced in accordance with MILSPEC.
MIL-T-10308E, dated February 7, 1977, as modified by
changes set forth in section "F" of the IF.. The IFB
invited bids on the basis of with and without first
article approval, rids were opened on March 16, 1978,
with the following results:

Bidder Unit Prices
With First Without First

Article Approval Article Approval

A&M Instrument, Incorporated $274 $241
Advani Engineering Company 229 ---
Bayshore Syseents Corporation 231 217
Hydraulic Technology, Incorporated 333 336
Numax Electronics, Iincorpo':ated 230 225
RONAC Corporation 243 440
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After bid oper4ng, the contracting officer
asked AARCOM's Quality Assurance Directorate (Quality
Assurance) whether first article approval could be
waived for any of tfie bidders. Quality Assurance
initially advised that first article approval was
required ZF all bidders. Quality Assurance was then
asked if first article approval could be waived for
the immediate past producer of the test sets, Numax
Electronics, Incorporated (Numax). Numax had
sartisfactorily'produced 1,770 test seea under contract
DAAA09-76-C-6323. Numax completed performance in
March 1977, Quality Assurance subsequently 'determined
that first article approval could be waived only for
Numax,

Advani Engineeting Company (Advani),protested
the decision to waive first article approval for
Numax, Advani contended that MIL-'LT-10308E modified
the test sets to such a degree that first article
approval should be required of all bidders, A&M
Instrument, Incorporated (A&M), also notified the
contracting officer that it intended to protest any
award to Numax based on the waiver of first article
approval,

As a result of the protests and recent changes
in the specifications Quality Assurance was asked
to review its determination to waive first article
approval for Numay. The review was conducted by a
different ongined, who decided that First article
approval should be required of all bidiers, The
review encompassed specification changes which had
been made over several past procurements. The
contracting officer informed Advani and A&M that
first article approval would not be waived for any
bidder. Consequently, their protests were considered
to be resolved.
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After learning that first article approval
would be required, NuMax protested to the contract-
ing officer, contendinig that the test sets invnived
in the instant procurement were essentially the
same test sets 1.nich it had produced. Therefore, it
should be eligible for 3 waiver of first article
approval.

Qdality Assurance teas requested tp prepare a
paragraph-by-paragraph response -to lurn:ix 's protest.
In so doing; Ouality, Assurance reversed itself again
and determined that first article a'pproval could be
waived for Numax. This decision and supporting
rationale were prepared by the engineer who made
the Initial determination that Numax should not be
Subject to first article approval.

AARCOM's legal counsel pointed out, the inconr
-Sistencies in the prsitions taken by Qtiaiblity -Assurance
ret6 'rdIng the waiver of first article approval and
requested] that 'Ouality Assurance provide a final
decision on the matter. As its final decision,
finality Assurance determined that firest article
approval could be waived only for Nlimax. ANIi and
Advani were tpifcrmed that the resolution of their
protests wan in error, and that first article approval
would be waived for Nunmax.

Advani subsequently filed a protest with our
Office regarding the waiver of first article approval.
More specifically, Advani'protests aE follows:

1. The case leakage: requirement was increasnd
to prevent leakage of rcin water into the test sets.

2. The complete reversal of compopdlhts
(referred to as a mirror image") is a drastic config-
uration change which can producLe a totally different
teriperatnre pattern throughout hhhe test sets cabinets.
A coolin0 fan is now mandatory. The temperature rise
of 50 degrees Fahrenheit is now applicable to the,;
interior walls of the test sets. Prior designs which
did not include such a temperature requirement have
resulLed in 5corched equipment and injury to operators.
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3. The load division test now includes a 10-
minute stability requirement for voltage drop.

4. The low temperature effect calls for
maintaining an accuracy of 1 percent whereas the
previous specifications called for 2-percent accuracy.

5. The resistive load 'nit design has been
revised from 15.0 volts to 12.0 volts which entails a
redesign of the load ban): resistors and a configuration
change. Moreover, the resistive load unit must now
meet load requirements in both ascending and dlescendin;i
order.

6. The current specifications also provide that
the load bank switch will not open during operational
testing which is essential to the stable functioning
of the test sets.

7. Waiver of first article approval for Numax
would provide Numax with an unfair price advantage.

8. Numax is not eligible for waiver of first
article approval because it has not produced the test
sets aor the Government for over a year.

In summary, Advani asserts that AARCOM's decision
is erroneous as is evidenced by a series of reversals
of its position. Purther, Advani contends in substance
that significant configuration changes and an increase
in performance requirements necessitate first article
approval for all bidders.

AARCOM has advised that award has been held
in abeyance pending the resolution of the instant
protest. Moreover, AAWCOM maintains that the decision
not to waive first article approval was based on the
review of several procurements under revision "D"
of MIL-T-10308, which was issued in 1969. Althiough a
number of changes had been made to revision "D,' the
Quality Assurance review overlooked the fact that
nearly all the changes were required by section "F" of
contract DAAA09-76-C-6323, which Numax satisfactorily
performed. revision "E" of MIL-T1-1030V incorporates
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th. changes which had beer made in section "F" of
Numax's contract. In other words, the test sets
sntisfactorily produced by Nuiaax were almost identical to
the test setn,/6nlled for by the IFB :nvclved in the
instant protest. The configuration has been changed
to requite a mirror image positioning of cnpot ents,
and no new quality tests have been specifie', although
some minor changes have been made in existitg tests.
Further, several tests were deleted from the'require-
ments of MIL-T-10308E, and tolerances in several
areas have been relaxed. Also, there have been no
significent changes to production or quality processes
lander the present procurement,

With regard to.Advani.,\sAppecSqfic grounds of,
protest, AARCOHI states that the more stringent spray
test for case leakage should present no problems if
the test set configuration conforms to specifications.
The mirror image requirement-for positioning of
components should pose no difficulty, and the
requirements for a cooling fan will insure 'that the
temperature specifications will be met. humax's
test sets which were produ6cd under a prior contract
we.e equipped with'.a cooling fan'. The 10-mintte
stability requirement was specified in ISIL-T-10308D,
and it was carried over to MIL-T--10308E. Thus, it is
not a new and mbre exacting requirement. Also, the,
change in the restrictive load unit'design from 15.0
volts to 12,AO volts should not impose a design probltm
to an electrical engineer. Further, the resistive loana
unit of Numax's test sets hid to meetthe load
requiremeits in both ascending and de'dcending order as
will the test sets produced in accordance with MIL-T-
10308E. It was implicit in Nuumax's contract that
the circuit breaker would not open durbf'g operational
testing or normal operations. MIL-T-1G30BE simply
makes explicit what was implicit. AARCOM summarizes
its position by stating that none of the changes
required by the current IF were significant enough
to warrant first article approval by Numax.

'P1
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1
Our Office has consistently held that contract-

fl9 agencies are vested with the responsibility of
determining the amount of tenting which is necessary
to assure compliai..:e with specificatioqs'. The waiver I
o"t, first article testing is also a matLer of adminis-
trtative discretion, which we will not question unlessthere is a clear showing that the waiver was arbitrary
or capricious. Moreover, Armed Services Procurement
Regulation (ASPR) 5 1-1903(a) (1976 ed.) specifically
pro ides that where supplies identical to or similar
tc, those called for have been previously furnished
and have been accepted by the Government, first article
approval may be waived for the prior producer. We have
also held that waiver of requirements for preliminarysairnpins and testing does.,,rot, as a matter of Yaw,
constitute a proscribed preference or unfair action by
the Governiacnt. I'Pt-wxx International Corporation,
B-lq2034 , September 22, 197F, 78-2 Ci5D 2.19.

As noted, Advani alleges that Numax ir. Lneligihle
for waiver of first article approval because Numax
has not produced test sets for the Government for
over a vcar. We find no support for such contention in
either' ASPR or in decisions of our Office. Besides, Fiumax
produced test sets as a subcontractor as late as the
second quarter of 1978.

Based on the forq'going, it is our opinion that
Advani hI.s failed to show Lhat the waiver of first
article approval for Numax was arbitrary or capricious.
Consequently, the protest is denied.

jrepjutyon oll Oral
of the United States
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